SUPERMARKET FORUM is an initiative by Supermarket – Stockholm Independent Art
Fair first introduced in 2019. This day-long networking event connects Supermarket’s
exhibitors with contemporary Swedish art scene. The programme allows the exhibitors
to meet curators, gallerists, art organisers and representatives of art institutions,
present their projects in depth and talk to other participants and guests within a simple
framework focused on meetings and tours around the art fair.
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Programme items – glossary

9.30–10.30

Registration and fika

10.30

Opening speech, presentation of Forum and outlining of the programme
(Alice Máselníková, Pontus Raud, Andreas Ribbung)

11.00–12.30

Round table / Speed networking

12.30–14.00

Open lunch buffet

12.45

‘A Slutty Bisexual’, performance by Vili von Nissinen (FI), TALKS stage

13.30

At the table: censorship in art around the world. Informal panel discussion with
Pil Joo Jung, A.C.S (KR), Alicja Kaczmarek, Centrala (UK), Steven Wolkoff,
Durden and Ray (US), Irina Aksenova, FFTN (RU), MJ Turpin, Kalashnikovv
Gallery (ZA) and Rakefet Viner Omer, Nulobaz (IL)

Round table stands for lightly
moderated discussions in
small groups with several
outlined topics.

15.00–17.00

Touring.
After this you can continue to explore the exhibition and mingle with the exhibitors.
You can stay in the venue until the public opening starts

17.00

Official Forum toast

18.20

The Swedish Minister for Culture and Democracy Amanda Lind gives opening
speech and inaugurates the art fair

18.00–22.00

Public opening of the art fair

Speed networking is a cover
name for fast-paced sessions
that serve to introduce the
participants, exhibitors and
their projects to one another
in a relaxed format.
Touring refers to touring
the art fair in small groups
consisting of Forum
participants and exhibitors.
Each exhibitor will take the
group to their booth and
provide a short presentation
of the project and artists.
Fika is a very Swedish thing
and means an infinite amount
of coffee and cake.

Feel free to bring your promotional materials and publications. You can leave them with our staff at the info desk upon registration who will then place it on the display table. With questions contact Project manager / Forum coordinator Alice Máselníková at
alice@supermarketartfair.com or Forum floor coordinator Lucie Gottlieb at lucie@supermarketartfair.com.
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BUS 401, 403–422 from Slussen stops at Sickla bro. The terminus TRAM stop at Sickla
is next to it. Walk past the hotel and follow the tram track to Uddvägen 7. By CAR on
road 222 or the southern link (road 75), exit to Järlaleden (road 260). There is parking
inside the building, entrance at Westerdahls gata. If you cannot find your way, look for
the sign NACKA TINGSRÄTT (they reside in the same building).

